Introduction
Let L x t ; t 0; x2 R denote the jointly continuous process of local times of a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion B t ; t 0 started at B 0 = 0, as determined by t h e occupation density formula 19 Z t 0 fB s ds = Z 1 ,1 fxL x t dx for all non-negative Borel functions f. Borodin 7, p. 6 used the method of FeynmanKac to obtain the following description of the joint distribution of L This formula, and features of the local time process of a Brownian bridge described in the rest of this introduction, are also implicit i n R a y's description of the joint l a w o f L x T ; x2 R a n d B T for T an exponentially distributed random time independent o f t h e XII, Ex's 3.8 and 3.9 , and 5 . See also 3, p. 681 for an appearance of 20 in the study of random trees.
